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THE FMS LEARNING FROM HOME SERIES PACK FOR

Upper Primary (9-12 years)

Monday 27th April 2020

From Your Teachers:
Hello 9-12 Children and Parents,
It has been so nice to hear from you all either via email, telephone and on Zoom! We are all
looking forward to seeing you again soon and eager to see what you have been working on.
Please enjoy the lessons contained inside this Pack #3 of the FMS Montessori Learning from
Home Series. The teachers will contact you shortly with a one on one conference to talk
about starting points, expectations and how you are going. This will be like a mini
conference, so be prepared to share what you have been doing.
We would love to see the great learning that is taking place at home. Please share what your
child and family are doing by uploading photos and comments via the Transparent
Classroom app.
Please continue to progress with work that you have started or are interested in from Pack
#1 and Pack #2. In ‘Pack #2 Get Crafty! Hand-made Montessori resources’, we asked you
to make some Montessori materials. You will be asked to use these materials in some of the
lessons in this pack.
We sincerely thank you for supporting your children, and we really appreciate you contacting
us with questions for guidance as your child continues their Montessori Learning from Home
journey. We are happy to announce that shortly we will be moving lessons to a new on-line
platform which will enable us to customise lessons to your child’s needs and monitor their
progression.
A special mention to our ﬁnal year FMS students, we are thinking of you, and we know you
will want to be ready for High School. We know that you will be ready. In order to support
you we will shortly begin one on one and group sessions.
Please continue to reach out to us via the telephone or email if you have any questions
about your packs. Remember to keep looking out for the YouTube clips on our Forestville
Montessori School Channel. It won’t be long before we are all back together again. You are
all in our thoughts every day.
Warm regards,
Lauren, Tamlin and Anthony
Upper Primary (9-12 years) Staff

Responding to literature
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Mrs. Frisby and the Rats of NIMH

Welcome back to the story of ‘Mrs. Frisby and the
Rats of NIMH’ by Robert C. O’Brien.
You will need to:

New!

•

Pick up a copy of the book from school. Please
send Anthony an email
(anthony.m@forestvillemontessori.nsw.edu.au)
to arrange a time to pick up a copy, or

•

Download a copy of the book for your device
from amazon.com.au or other online retailer

In class we have read from Chapter 1: ‘The
Sickness of Timothy Frisby’ to the end of Chapter
12: ‘Isabella’.
If you like this might be a good time to go back
and re-read from the beginning of the story.
The ideas on the following pages are only a guide
as you travel through the story. Enjoy and try
them out! Some you may have already completed
in class, and may like to do again.
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Item:
Television
Gun and ammuni7on

Surviving in a new land
Imagine that because of sudden, severe changes
in the climate, it has become impossible to live in
Australia any longer. Fortunately, all the ice in
Antarctica has melted. New forests full of wildlife
have sprung up there. However, there are no
roads, buildings or electricity.

Box of books dealing with
plumbing, carpentry,
cooking and medicine
Ar7st’s pain7ng
equipment
CD player and CDs
Photograph album
Stamp collec7on
$100,000.00 cash
jewellery
Box of canned food

Because of limited space, each family may take
only as much as would ﬁt in a car trailer on the
journey to Antarctica. Assuming that your family
must take care of itself, make a list of the things
that you think your family would need in order to
survive.

Box of pictures and
ornaments
Medical supplies
Box of story books
Religious books
piano
guitar
Family dog

From the things listed, choose ten that you would
like to take. Say why you would or would not take
each item.

Family cat
Fishing equipment
Clothes and shoes
Sewing machine
Playsta7on and games
Box of woodworking tools

Yes:

No:

Why:
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Developing a New Community
Imagine that the climate in your new community is
mild, wet winters with warm, dry summers.

School: Where? What for? For who? How long?
Why?
Food: What kind? Who produces it? How?

Describe the things you would like in your new
community. You can make up your own rules. For
example, under Schools you might say, “School will
be held from 8:00 a.m. until 12:00 noon. In the
afternoon, children will be expected to help their
parents in the community”.

Law: What three laws will be important? Why? Who
enforces them? What happens if these laws are
broken?

Consider the following topics:

Community: Where will the houses be built? Where
will work be done? Where will public meetings be
held?

Shelter: What sort of houses? Why?
Warmth: What sort of fuel? Why?
Lighting: How will it be provided? By who? Why?
Clothing: Who will make it? From what?

Entertainment? What kind? When? Will entertainers
be paid?

You may ﬁnd that maps, pictures or diagrams will
help to explain what you would like.
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Creature features
In the story you will meet the following creatures:
• rats
• ﬁeld mice
• An owl
• a crow
• a shrew
• a house cat
Pick one of these animals and do research on it. Try
to ﬁnd the following information:
• size
• description
• habitat
• diet
• behaviour during the day and night
• life cycle
• Living patterns - groups? alone?

Read Chapters 1-3: ‘The Sickness of Timothy
Frisby’ to ‘The Crow’ : clues activity
Try to work out who or what is referred to in each of
the following clues:
1. It is slightly damaged, with two oval holes
through it.
2. I have been dead almost a year when the story
starts.
3. It is somewhat larger than a shoebox and
resembles the house of a hermit.
4. It is silver in colour and may have been used on
a Christmas package.
5. It is the time when the Frisby family leave their
winter home and go toothier summer home.
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Read Chapters 1-3: ‘The Sickness of Timothy
Frisby’ to ‘The Crow’ : clues activity (cont…)

Read Chapters 4-5: ‘Mr Fitzgibbon’s Plough’ to
‘Five Days’ : summary cloze activity

Make up a clue about each of the following

On the next page is a summary of the story so far.
Words have been removed from passage. Fill each
blank with a word that makes sense. Only one word
is missing from each space. You may look back
through the book to conﬁrm your answer.

1. Mr Fitzgibbon’s tractor.
2. Jeremy.
3. Cynthia.
4. The abandoned supply of food that Mrs Frisby
found.

Your task:

•

Re-tell part of the story so far in your own words.
You will need to write at least sixty to a hundred
words. Do not try to memorise the story. Knock
out about ten words. Try it out on a friend.

•

You can make this challenging by removing
adjectives, adverbs and pronouns.

5. Timothy’s house.
Go beyond Chapters 1-3, choose six or more items
from the story and make up clues about them. You
may like to place the clues on cards. A pack of
these may form a game that you can play with
another child from your class online.
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Fill each blank with a word that makes sense. Only one word is
missing from each space. You may look back through the book
if you wish.

One of Mrs Frisby’s children, ________________, is
sick and cannot be moved. If he does, he will
_________________. Unfortunately, the spring has
come and the Frisby family must move out of
their ________________ home. If they do not,
their house will be crushed under the blade of
Mr Fitzgibbon’s _______________ and they will all
be killed. Mrs Frisby is worried when she hears
Mr Fitzgibbon’s __________________ start up. She
overhears a conversation between Mr
Fitzgibbon and his son , Paul. She learns that
the plough is in need of repair but that it needs
only __________________ days to have it fixed.
Mr Ages had said Timothy must not be moved
for __________________ weeks.

While she is worrying about her problem, she
almost walks into __________________ the cat.
Miraculously, the cat does not attack her. She
escapes and climbs a dead asparagus plant.
From there, she sees a line of __________________
carrying an __________________ cable. They
disappear into a rosebush. All this time Dragon
sleeps on.
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Read Chapters 6-9: ‘A Favour from Jeremy’ to
‘In the Rosebush’: character rating scales

Read Chapters 10-12: ‘Brutus’ to ‘Isabella’ :
support or contradiction activity

Mrs Frisby is being considered for the “Good Citizen
of the Month Award”. On the next page is a
‘Character Rating Scale’ chart. Rate Mrs Frisby on
each of the scales and then decide whether or not
she deserves the award. For example, you might
rate her as Very Brave and write, “I think Mrs Frisby
was very brave because she dared to enter the
home of an owl.” The ﬁrst one has been done for
you.

On page 12 you will ﬁnd an activity where you have
to ﬁnd information in the text to support or
contradict a statement. You have to say whether
you think the statement is true or false. You must
supply supporting evidence directly form the text.
For example:

Copy the ‘Character Rating Scale’ chart on page
11. Rate Jeremy, Dragon, and Timothy. Remember
give a reason for each rating, and the title of the
award that they are being nominated for.
Make up a rating scale of your own, using new pairs
of adjectives that match the character. You might
use pairs of words like: Strong-Weak, Active-Quiet,
Determined-Irresolute, Happy-Sad or ThoughtfulBrainless. Choose three other characters from the
story and rate them.

Brutus is a small weak mouse. True? Or False?
Support / Contradiction
Answer:
False. Brutus is a large rat with powerful muscles.
He is almost a match for Dragon
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Character Rating Sheet

Character: Mrs Frisby - Good Citizen of the Month Award

1. Good

Very

Quite

X

Neutral

Quite

Very
Bad

Reason: I think Mrs Frisby is very good because she cared for her children.

2. Powerful

Weak

Reason:

3. Content

Worried

Reason:

4. Brave

Cowardly

Reason:

5. Harmless
Reason:
Final Decision: Worthy of Award? Yes / No (circle one). Why?

Dangerous
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Character Rating Sheet

Character:

1

Reason:

2

Reason:

3

Reason:

4

Reason:

5

Reason:

Very

Quite

Neutral

Quite

Very
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•

•

•
Brutus is a small, weak mouse. True? False?Support
/ Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________
Mr Ages would have difﬁculty trying to escape from
Dragon. True? False? Support / Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________

•

Mrs Frisby loves Timothy. True? False? Support /
Contradiction:_________________________________
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________

•

The rats are working on a mysterious plan. True?
False? Support /
Contradiction:_________________________________
_____________________________________________
__________________________________________

The rats know how to use tools and electricity. True?
False? Support / Contradiction:

_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

•

The rats never steal. True? False? Support /
Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

•

Mrs Frisby was familiar with elevators. True? False?
Support / Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

•

Jonathan Frisby was better educated than his wife.
True? False? Support / Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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•

Isabella is a scatterbrain. True? False? Support /
Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

•

Jenner is one of the rats’ heroes. True? False?
Support / Contradiction:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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Geography
The Composition of the Earth (continued)

Layers of the Earth: Further Details

Find out more about the Barysphere and Lithosphere:
This is a picture of the Earth. It has a big chunk taken out of it so you
can see into the centre.

Remember when we looked at this chart. We talked about how the
Earth was formed and everything settled according to its weight or
density. This picture shows four layers. Barysphere, the heaviest,
and on top of that the Lithosphere, then the Hydrosphere, and on
top that the Atmosphere.

This work builds
on the lessons in
Pack#1.

We live on the Lithosphere. We breathe the Atmosphere. We use
the water of the Hydrosphere everyday, and the gravity of the
Barysphere holds us so we don’t go ﬂoating into space.

Please
continue.

Inside the Barysphere, things also settled according to their weight.
The heaviest, densest material went towards the centre of the Earth.
This is called the Core.
Less dense particles settled in layers on top of the core. This is called
the Mantle.
The part on top of that is called the Crust.
Copyright clearance has been sought from AMI & CISM Bergamo for the use of these images.
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The Composition of the Earth (continued)

The Crust of the Earth:

Research ideas:

The crust of the Earth is also the part that is called the Lithosphere.
We live on the crust. The crust is solid. It is not made up of just
one type of material. Here there is a division based on weight and
density of the material.

•
•

Find 5 key facts about the Earth’s core and mantle.

•

Research granite. Find a picture of granite (or a real sample).
Describe what it looks like. Where is granite found? How is it
formed? What type of rock is granite?

•

Research basalt. Find a picture of basalt (or a real sample).
Describe what it looks like. Where is basalt found? How is it
formed? What type of rock is basalt?

Draw your own cut-away picture of the Earth. Label it with your 5
key facts.

Some scientists believe that the outer part of the core is liquid
because of the intense heat in the interior of the Earth. They also
believe that the centre of the core is solid because of intense
pressure. They think that the pressure is so great that the inner core
cannot remain liquid.

There are two major kinds of rocks. The lighter of the two is called
granite. The heavier rock is called basalt.
Under the crust is the mantle. Scientists have to make up theories
about the mantle, because they cannot go that far down the Earth.
They have a theory that the mantle is plastic. Plastic means you
can push on it and it can change shape.

Copyright clearance has been sought from AMI & CISM Bergamo for the use of these images.

Research ideas:

•

See what you can ﬁnd out about what scientists today think
about the interior of the Earth. Here are some resources to get
you started. Access code: 2134.

•

Look at: Earth’s Surface: Structure of the Earth Infographic /
Earh’s Spectacular Surface
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The Composition of the Earth (continued)

The Continents and Oceans:
Research ideas:

•

See what you can ﬁnd out about the origin of oceans. Here
is a short video to get you started.

When the Earth was still in a liquid state and the crust was being
formed, the lighter less dense granite, ﬂoated on the heavier,
denser basalt.

Demonstration:
You will need:

•
•
•

a large glass bowl or small empty ﬁsh tank
A rectangular piece of soft wood (20 x 10 x 2cm approx.)

Let’s imagine that the water represents the basalt of the Earth and the
wooden block represents the layer of granite. While the block is
ﬂoating, most of it is under water. The wooden block is the less dense
particles ﬂoating on top of more dense particles. When the basalt
solidiﬁed it trapped the granite like a frozen sea can trap a ship.
The granite formed the continents on which we live, and the basalt
formed the ocean bed. We are all living on granite and not basalt.
The continents made of granite ﬂoat on and in this basalt.
Actually the basalt moves very, very slowly over the mantle and this is
how the continents move. The granite ﬂoats over the basalt and
gradually the upper part of the basalt solidiﬁes, trapping the granite.
The lower part of the basalt ﬂoats on the upper part of the mantle,
sliding and taking with it the trapped granite. The basalt and granite
make up the lithosphere.

water

What to do:

•
•
•

Fill the bowl with water
Float the wooden block on the water
Observe.

Research ideas:

•

Find 7 key facts about the formation of the continents and
oceans. Present your work in a creative way eg. Powerpoint,
mini-movie or infographic.
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The Composition of the Earth (continued)

The Plasticity of the Mantle:
All the rivers on Earth carry and deposit materials like rocks, dirt,
sand and gravel into the sea. All this matter is dumped year after
year, very slowly. Gradually this material builds up and the Earth’s
crust underneath it is pushed down under the heavy weight.
Demonstration:
You will need:

•
•

As the rivers and rains wash away the land, the weight is lifted from
one part of the crust so it rises. In this way the Earth keeps a balance.
That equal balance of forces is called isostasy.
Isostasy is from the Greek ‘isos’ meaning equal, ‘stasis’ meaning
standing still. There is a balance in the Earth’s crust such that the
forces that elevate land masses balance the forces tending to
depress land masses.

a large zip-lock bag or plastic bag
a heavy weight or a metal nut

What to do:

•
•

Fill the plastic bag with air till almost full and seal
Place the weight or metal nut on the middle of the plastic bag

Imagine that the plastic bag is the Earth’s crust and the air inside is
the plastic mantle. The weight or metal nut is the material
deposited by the river.
Place the weight or metal nut in the middle of the bag.
When the weight is placed in the middle of the bag, the part of the
bag under the weight goes down.
Remove the weight or the metal nut.
Try this again. When the weight sinks into the mantle, watch what
happens to the other parts of the plastic bag.
Copyright clearance has been sought from AMI & CISM Bergamo for the use of these images.

On this chart there is land and there is sea.
On the sides there are arrows pointing down, which is land being
washed into the sea.
At this place where all that land is being washed into the sea, the
weight of the crust increases. The mantle is plastic and so it sinks
down. But where the land has been washed away, the land becomes
lighter, and the plastic mantle rises up in two places.
An isostatic balance is maintained between the rise and fall of the
crust because the mantle is plastic and can give way under pressure.
Research ideas:

•

Repeat the demonstration, draw and label the charts. Find
further information and add to your project.
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Geography
Solar Energy and the Earth

The Earth in Relation to the Sun

Like all stars, the Sun is very hot. It sends out a great deal of
radiation, and the radiation from the sun goes out into space in all
directions.

Do you remember when we talked about the Sun and the Earth in
our solar system? We know the Sun is one million times the size of
the Earth.

New
Topic!

Do you remember this chart? Over 20 Earths can ﬁt into just one
little ﬂame. We know the Sun doesn’t look that big because it is so
far away from our Earth. The Sun is 149.83 million km from the
Earth. The Sun is a star.
Research ideas:

•

Find out more about the Sun. Create a poster that shows the
parts / layers of the Sun. Include fun facts and deﬁnitions.

•

Watch this short video for inspiration!

Copyright clearance has been sought from AMI & CISM Bergamo for the use of these images.

Red and orange rays represent the light and heat which comes from
the Sun - from all parts of the Sun - and go in all directions. This light
and heat would be enough to provide for many Earths. Our Earth is
represented by a black dot. It absorbs a very tiny quantity of the light
and heat produced by the Sun.
Insolation:
In some parts of the Earth it is so hot that people feel as if they are
receiving the concentration of all the Sun’s rays. In reality, since the
Sun radiates heat from its entire surface, only a very small amount of
that heat is received by the Earth.
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Solar Energy and the Earth

Solar Energy:
Demonstration:
You will need:

•
•

a lamp with a stand, remove the lamp shade
a small ball

What to do:

•

Place the lamp in the middle of the table so that the light falls in
all directions

•

Hold the ball a short distance away. This ball represents the
Earth.

•
•

What part of the total rays does the ball receive?

If the Earth didn’t spin, one side would always face the Sun. It would
be on ﬁre! The side facing away from the Sun would be absolutely
freezing!

Record your observations. Use writing and drawings to explain

Why doesn’t this happen? There are two reasons:

What would happen if the Earth didn’t rotate?
Do you remember the two movements that the Earth has?
The Earth has two movements:

•
•

it spins or rotates around itself, and
it moves around the Sun.

Let us suppose if the Earth didn’t move. What would it be like? It
would be like standing in front of a heater. My stomach would
become very hot and my bottom would be freezing!
Copyright clearance has been sought from AMI & CISM Bergamo for the use of these images.

•
•

the Earth really does rotate on it’s own axis, and
the time it takes the Earth to rotate.

A day is 24 hours and a perfect duration of time. It heats up for a
certain time and then cools down for a certain time at any point.
Research ideas:

•
•

Make a chart showing all the planets in our Solar System.
Add the following to chart - distance from the Sun in km, diameter of
planet, density, mass related to Earth, time to revolve around the Sun
in Earth years, time to rotate on it’s axis, and number of moons.

Geography

2
This work builds
on the lessons in
Pack#1.
Please
continue.

Please move onto a new continent to study
In the Starter Pack you were asked to choose from the following
continents: Australia and Oceania, Asia, Africa, Europe, North or
South America, or Antarctica. The study would include the
following:

New
Topic!

Country Study:
When the COVID-19 Pandemic is over people will want to be able to
travel to different countries again for work, visit family and friends or just
for a holiday!
What to do:

•

draw a large map of the continent

•

label the different countries

•

label the capital cities

•

ﬁnd and label the land and water forms (eg mountains, deserts,
lakes, rivers, oceans and seas)

You must include:

•

draw and label the national ﬂag of the different countries

•

A map of the country - identify capital city, and other important cities,
important land and water forms eg. Mountains, lakes, rivers and seas

•

Include other interesting facts about the continent eg. What are
the general human features of a the continent? What are the
cultural aspects of the continent - food, shelter, transport,
clothing, art & music, and traditions

•
•
•
•

the national ﬂag and what the colours and symbols represent

•

Other interesting facts persuading people to visit.

•

Identify the main ﬂora and fauna of the continent.

Research a country of your choice. Your task is to design a 4-6 page A4
size travel brochure or a 4-6 slide Powerpoint persuading people to come
and visit the country.

The ﬂora and fauna of the country
The human features of the country eg. Important places to visit
How the people in the country meet their fundamental needs for food,
shelter, transport, clothing, art & music, and traditions

Geometry Study of Angles and Triangles
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Classiﬁed Nomenclature:
In the Appendices you will ﬁnd the following materials to make:

•
•
•
•

Types of Angles

• Page 1: Parts of an Angle. Draw an angle. Use a different colour for the
sides.
• Label your diagram.

Triangles by Angles

• In your own words write a deﬁnition for each part.

Triangles by Angles and Sides

Play games with the card material to learn the concepts.
Parts of an Angle

•
•

• Start a booklet. Make a title page “Study of Angles and Triangles”

Parts of Angles

You will need:

New
Topic!

Your task:

Drinking straws
Colour pencils and paper

Naming and measuring the Angles using a Protractor:
You will need:

•
•
•

Drinking straws
Colour pencils and paper

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00 to the orange
stick

A protractor.

What to do:
What to do:

•

Draw or attach two straws like this:

•
•

Measure the angle using a protractor.

1.Using two straws, make any angle of choice.
2.Each part of an angle has a name. These two sticks have a name,
they are called sides.
3.Label the sides of the angle.
4.Point to where the sides come together. This part here where the
sides join together is called the vertex.
5.Label the vertex.
6.Point to the space in between the vertex and the sides. This space
here in between the vertex and the sides has a name, it is called the
amplitude or sometimes called the measure of the angle.

What angle is this? How much does it equal to?

Your task:
• Start a new page in your booklet. Add the title “Naming and measuring
the Angles using a Protractor”
• Draw the angle, name the angle and its degrees.
• Write your answer like this eg. Acute angle = 360 (that little ‘0’ means
degrees.
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Study of Angles and Triangles

Naming and measuring the Angles using a Protractor
(continued)

•

Draw or attach two straws like this:
Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00 to
the orange stick

What to do:

•

Draw or attach two straws like this:

•
•

Measure the angle using a protractor.

•

Draw or attach two straws like this:

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00 to
the orange stick

•
•

Measure the angle using a protractor.

•

Draw or attach two straws like this:

What angle is this? How much does it equal to?

What angle is this? How much does it equal to?

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00 to
the orange stick

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00 to
the orange stick

•
•

Measure the angle using a protractor.
What angle is this? How much does it equal to?

•
•

Measure the angle using a protractor.
What angle is this? How much does it equal to?
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Study of Angles and Triangles

Naming and measuring the Angles using a Protractor
(continued)
What to do:

•

Draw or attach two straws like this:

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00 to
the orange stick

Angles: Classifying Triangles According to their Sides
You will need:

•
•
•

Measure the angle using a protractor.
What angle is this? How much does it equal to?

Blu-tac, plasticine or sticky tape
Colour pencils and paper

What to do:

•
•
•
•
•

Drinking straws

Choose 3 straws that are different colour and size.
Attach them using blu-tac or sticky tape and place on a mat.
What do you notice about this triangle?

“When we have a triangle with sides of three different lengths we call it
a scalene triangle. Scalene comes from the Greek ‘skalenos’ which
means ‘uneven’.

Your task:
• Make your own angles - smaller or larger.
• Draw the angle, name the angle and it’s degrees.
• Write your answer like this eg. Acute angle = 360 (that little ‘0’ means
degrees.
• Angles in your environment: Find angles in your house. Can you
measure the angle? What type of angle is it? Take photos of different angles
or draw them. Name the angle and it’s degrees.

Your task:
• Start a new page in your booklet. Add the title “Angles: Classifying
Triangles According to their Sides”
• Draw each triangle, Use a different colour for the sides.
• Label your triangle.
• In your own words write a deﬁnition for each triangle.
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Study of Angles and Triangles

Angles: Classifying Triangles According to their Sides
(continued…)

Your task:

What to do:

• Make a chart that shows what you have found. Use photos or drawings.

•

Choose 2 straws that are the same colour and size, and one that is
shorter of a different colour.

•
•

Attach them using blu-tac or sticky tape and place on a mat.
What do you notice about this triangle?

“When we have a triangle with two sides of the exact same length we
call it an isosceles triangle. Scalene comes from the Greek
‘isoskeles’ which means ‘with equal legs’.

• Triangles in your environment: Find triangles in your house.

• Label each photo or drawing and classify the triangles: scalene triangle,
isosceles triangle or equilateral triangle.
Angles: Classifying Triangles According to their Angles
You will need:

•
•
•
•
•

Drinking straws (different colours and cut into different sizes)
Blu-tac, plasticine or sticky tape
Protractor
Hand-made measuring angle (see below - yellow card)
Colour pencils and paper

What to do:
Hand-Made Measuring Angle

What to do:

•
•
•

Choose 3 straws that are the same colour and size.
Attach them using blu-tac or sticky tape and place on a mat.
What do you notice about this triangle?

“When we have a triangle with three sides the same lengths we call it
an equilateral triangle. Equilateral comes from the Latin ‘aequus’
and ‘latus’ which means ‘equal sides’.

•
•
•
•

Take a yellow sheet of card.
Draw a right-angled scalene triangle, sides 6cm, 7cm & 8cm.
Cut it out.
Draw a red square on the right angle, on both sides.
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Geometry

Study of Angles and Triangles

Angles: Classifying Triangles According to their Angles
(continued…)

Remember to measure all three angles with the
Measuring Angle and a Protractor.

Your task:
• Start a new page in your booklet. Add the title “Angles:
Classifying Triangles According to their Angles”
• Draw each triangle, Use a different colour for the sides.
• Label your triangle.

This angle is smaller than
the measuring angle. It is
an acute angle.

• Measure each angle. Name each angle and it’s degrees.
• Write your answer like this eg. Acute angle = 360 (that little ‘0’
means degrees.
What to do:

•
•
•

Make a triangle using three different sized coloured straws.

•

Take your protractor and measure each angle. Write the angle
measurement in degrees.

Attach them using blu-tac or sticky tape and place on a mat.
Place the measuring angle inside each angle. Is the angle the
same, smaller or larger than the measuring angle? If it is the same
size as the measuring angle, then the angle is a right angle. If it is
smaller than the measuring angle, then the angle is an acute angle.
If the angle is larger than the measuring angle, then the angle is an
obtuse angle.

“When we have a triangle with three acute angles, we call it an acute
angled triangle.

Measure the angle by
reading the outer curve
from 00 the blue stick to
the red stick
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Geometry

Study of Angles and Triangles

Angles: Classifying Triangles According to their Angles

Remember to measure all three angles with the
Measuring Angle and a Protractor.

(continued…)
What to do:

•

Make a triangle using 2 straws that are the same length and one
straw that is slightly longer.

•
•

Attach them using blu-tac or sticky tape and place on a mat.

•

Take your protractor and measure each angle. Write the angle
measurement in degrees.

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00

Place the measuring angle inside each angle. Name the three
angles.

“When we have a triangle with one right angle, we call it a right
angled triangle.
This angle is the same
size as the measuring
angle. It is a right angle.

What to do:

•

Make a triangle using 2 straws that are the same length and one
straw that is much shorter.

•
•

Attach them using blu-tac or sticky tape and place on a mat.

•

Take your protractor and measure each angle. Write the angle
measurement in degrees.

Place the measuring angle inside each angle. Name the three
angles.

“When we have a triangle with one obtuse angle, and two acute
angles, we call it an obtuse angled triangle.
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Geometry

Study of Angles and Triangles

Angles: Classifying Triangles by their Angles and Sides

Angles: Classifying Triangles According to their Angles
(continued…)
This angle is larger than
the measuring angle. It is
an obtuse angle.

You will need:

•
•
•
•
•

Drinking straws (different colours and cut into different sizes)
Blu-tac, plasticine or sticky tape
Protractor
Hand-made measuring angle (see below - yellow card)
Colour pencils and paper

What to do:

Measure the angle by
reading the inner curve
from 00

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can you build a right-angled isosceles triangle?
Can you build a right-angled scalene triangle?
Can you build an acute isosceles triangle?
Can you build an acute scalene triangle?
Can you build an obtuse isosceles triangle?
Can you build an obtuse scalene triangle?
Can you build an equilateral triangle?
Your task:
• Start a new page in your booklet. Add the title “Angles:
Classifying Triangles by their Angles and Sides”
• Draw each triangle, Use a different colour for the sides.
• Label your triangles with its full name.
• Measure each angle. Name each angle and it’s degrees.

Remember to measure all three angles with the
Measuring Angle and a Protractor.

• Write your answer like this eg. Acute angle = 360 (that little ‘0’
means degrees.
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Geometry

Study of the Circle

New!

Study of Angles and Triangles

Watch the video: “Circle and Circumference”

Angles & Triangles:
Your task:
• Watch the following video “Notes on a Triangle”

Parts of a Circle: Review the following concepts:
Your task:

• List the different types of triangles that you saw.

• Start a booklet. Make a title page “Study of the Circle”

• How many different types did you see?

• Page 1: Parts of a Circle. Use a compass to draw a circle.

• Pause the video and re-create one of the designs you liked from
the ﬁlm. You could use coloured paper triangles, or draw your own
triangles to make a design.

• Use coloured pencils to draw the parts.
• Label all parts clearly.
• In your own words write a deﬁnition for each part.

• Use a ‘Stop Motion Animation’ App to bring your design to life!

What to do: Read each deﬁnition, draw a circle and mark the part of
the circle mentioned in the description.
Your task:
• Watch the following video: “Why Do Honey Bees Love Hexagons?”
• Why are honey bees like little mathematicians?
• Why do they love hexagons?
• Draw a beehive made out of triangles, rectangles or circles on grid
paper.

•

The ﬁxed point within the circle from which all points of the closed
curve are equidistant is called the centre.

•

The closed curve whose points are equidistant from the centre and
which limits the circle is called the circumference.

•

A line segment joining the centre to any point on the closed curve is
called a radius.

•

A line segment passing through the centre and having as endpoints
the circumference is called the diameter.

•

A line segment joining any two points on the circumference is called
a chord.

•
•

A part of the circumference limited by two points is called an arc.

• What do you think is the best shape to build a hive and why?

Each of the two equal parts obtained by dividing the circumference
along the diameter is given the name semi-circumferrence.

This work builds
on the lessons
given in the
classroom.
Please
continue.
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Geometry

Study of the Circle

Parts of a Circle: Continued….
Your task:
• Page 2: Parts of a Circle. Use a compass to draw a circle.
• Use coloured pencils to draw the parts.
• Label all parts clearly.

What to do:

•
•
•
•

Draw a circle with a compass.

•
•
•
•

Draw a circle with a compass.

• In your own words write a deﬁnition for each part.

Draw the radius in blue.
Draw a line in red outside the circle.
“When we have a circumference and a line outside the circumference, we
say the line is external to the circumference.

What to do: Read each deﬁnition, draw a circle and mark the part of the circle
mentioned in the description.
The area inside the circle is called the surface.

•
•
•

Each part of a circle formed by a diameter is called a semicircle.

•

The ﬁgure formed by a chord and its arc is called a segment of a circle.

The ﬁgure formed by two radii that meet at the circumference is called a
circular sector.

Exploring Relationships Between Lines and Circumferences:
Watch the video: “Relationship Between a Circle and a Straight Line”

New!
Your task:

•

Page 3: Exploring Relationships Between Lines and
Circumferences. Use a compass to draw a circle and a ruler for
lines.

•
•

Use coloured pencils to draw the parts.
Label all parts clearly.

• In your own words write a deﬁnition for each part.

Draw the radius in blue.
Draw a line in red touching the circle.
“When we have a circumference and a line touching the circumference, we
say the line is tangent to the circumference.
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Geometry

Study of the Circle

Exploring Relationships Between Two Circumferences:

Exploring Relationships Between Lines and Circumferences:

Your task:

What to do:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Draw a circle with a compass.
Draw the radius in blue.
Draw a line in red inside the circle.
“When we have a circumference and a line that cuts across the
circumference in two places, we say the line is secant to the
circumference.

Page 4: Exploring Relationships Between Two Circumferences.
Use a compass to draw a circle.
Use coloured pencils to draw the parts.
Label all parts clearly.

• In your own words write a deﬁnition for each part.

What to do:

Your task:

•

Draw a number of circles that show the different ways a line can be
external, tangent or secant to the circumference.

•
•
•

Use coloured pencils to draw the parts.
Label all diagrams clearly.

Describe the relationship of the radius of the circle and the
distance from the centre of the circle to the line e.g. “The distance
from the centre of the circle to the external line is greater than the
radius of the circle”.

•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle, a short distance away from each other
with a compass.

•

“Two circumferences can have the same relationship as a circumference and
a line. When we have two circumferences that are apart from each other,
having no point in common, we say they are external”.

3

Geometry

Study of the Circle

What to do:

Exploring Relationships Between Two Circumferences:
What to do:

•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle, so they are touching each
other with a compass.

•

“Here we have two circumferences that are outside each other but
touching at one point. We say they are externally tangent.

•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle, so they are overlapping each
other with a compass.

•

“Here we have two circumferences that are touching each other at
two points. We say they are secant.

v
v
What to do:
What to do:

•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle, so that the smaller circle is
inside the larger circle, and are not touching each other with a
compass.

•

“Here we have two circumferences, one inside the other with no
point in common. We say they are internal.

v

•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle, so that the smaller circle is
inside the larger circle, and are touching each other with a compass.

•

“Here we have two circumferences, one inside the other but
touching at one point. We say they are internally tangent.

v

3

Geometry

Study of the Circle

Exploring Relationships Between Two Circumferences:
What to do:

•

Draw a small circle inside a larger circle, so that they share the same
centre with a compass.

•

“Here we have two circumferences, one inside the other. They share
the same centre. We say they are concentric.

v

Exploring the Relationship of the Sum of the Radii to the
Distance Between the Two Centres of the Circles:

Look at the sum of the radiii (blue line + red line together).
Is the distance between the two centres of the circles the same length as
the two radii added together? Smaller than or large than the two radii
added together?

Your task:

•

Page 5: the Relationship of the Sum of the Radii to the Distance
Between the Two Centres of the Circles.

•
•
•
•

Draw the circumferences and radii.
Use coloured pencils to draw the parts.
Label all diagrams clearly.

Describe the relationship of the sum of the radii to the distance
between the two centres of the circle.circle to the line e.g. “If the circles
are externally tangent, the distance between the centres of the circles is
equal to the sum of the two radii added together”.
What to do:

What to do:

•
•

•
•

•
•

Draw a small circle touching a larger circle.
Draw the radius of each circle.

v

Draw a small circle and a larger circle external to each other.
Draw the radius of each circle.

v
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Geometry

What to do:

Study of the Circle

Exploring Relationships Between Two Circumferences:

•
•

Look at the sum of the radii (blue line + red line together).

•
•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle that are secant to each other.
Draw the radius of each circle.

Is the distance between the two centres of the circles the same length as
the two radii added together? Smaller than or large than the two radii
added together?

v

What to do:

•
•

Draw a small circle and a larger circle internally tangent to each other.
Draw the radius of each circle.

v

•
•

•
•

Look at the sum of the radiii (blue line + red line together).
Is the distance between the two centres of the circles the same length as
the two radii added together? Smaller than or large than the two radii
added together?

What to do:

•
•

Look at the sum of the radiii (blue line + red line together).

Draw a small circle and a larger circle that are concentric to each other.
Draw the radius of each circle.

v

Is the distance between the two centres of the circles the same length as
the two radii added together? Smaller than or large than the two radii
added together?

•
•

Look at the sum of the radiii (blue line + red line together).
Is the distance between the two centres of the circles the same length as
the two radii added together? Smaller than or large than the two radii
added together?

4

English: Writing activity - narrative

This is an amazing image from “Pobble 365”.

New!

Story starter!
If you would like to write
another story, check out
the amazing images and
story starters at
“Pobble 365”.

Your task:

His eyes blinked. They were the only part of his body that he could
move: he was entombed in ice, and had been for some time. The
person that had put him here was far away by now.
Glancing around in desperation he tried to move his aching body,
but it was no good - there didn’t seem to be a way out. Time was
slipping away… He had to escape. If he didn’t, then darkness
would cover the world…

•
•

Read the Story Starter and write an amazing story!

•

This story starts with a complication!!! A person entombed
in ice! The complication is written in two paragraphs.

•

Your task is to continue the story. A possible way forward is
to write the next paragraph or two as an orientation. That
way you are time-shifting back to the events that led up to
the man being entombed in ice. When you back-track you
need to give the reader information about the person and
the setting that led to the complication: Who is he? What is
he doing? Where is he? Who or what caused him to be
entombed in ice?

•

Following the back track orientation, you will need to take
the story forward from the sentence: “He had to escape. If
he didn’t, then darkness would cover the world…”. This is
where you need to write a detailed resolution, a solution to
the problem.

•

This could lead you to a further orientation, complication and
a ﬁnal resolution or ending.

To get started you have to think outside the box. You are
writing a narrative text, but this narrative does not follow the
common narrative text organisation that you are familiar
with: Orientation, Complication and Resolution.

4

English: Writing activity - “It really happened!”
Keep yourself up to date with
what’s happening in the world.
Watch
“Behind the News”.

What to do:

•

New!

•

Watch an episode of ‘Behind the News’. Make sure you
click on the ‘Classroom’ tab to see the most up to date
episode.
Choose a news article that you are interested in.

Feature

Headline (something snappy and
attention grabbing)
Byline (a line in a newspaper that
names the writer of the article
Key information to be included, e.g.
who was involved?
What happened?

When did it happen?

Where did it happen?

Your task:

•

•

You have been appointed ‘Rookie Journalist’ for the ‘FMS
Daily News’. You have to take a video news story and turn
it into a newspaper article. You will present your writing as
a written factual recount. The purpose of your
newspaper article is to retell true events.
Use the ‘Newspaper report planning grid’ to help you
turn the video news story into a written factual recount.

How did it happen?

Written in past tense
Includes a quote from someone and is
suitably punctuated with speech marks
Conclusion (possible tense change to
describe what is happening now and in
the future)
Oﬀers a picture/image/photograph
with suitable caption

Example

Innovation - my ideas
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English: Writing activity - “It really happened!” (continued…..)

What to do:

What to do:

•

•

After you have used the ‘Newspaper report planning grid’ to develop your
ideas, it is time to write a draft. Remember you are writing a factual recount.
Follow the ‘Draft Newspaper Report Plan’ below:

When you have ﬁnished your draft, read it to someone. Check! Does it make
sense? Next, follow the Editing and Prooﬁng guide below:

HEADLINE: (e.g. FURIOUS PACE IN HOCKEY FINALS! )

Editing: When editing a piece of text, you need to:

BYLINE: (e.g. Angela Cartwright, Rookie Report FMS Daily News )

•
•
•

Check the text for meaning
Cut down on any wordiness
Remove or re-write any words, sentences or paragraphs that aren’t clear or don’t
make sense.

LEAD PARAGRAPH: (Orientation e.g. When? Who? What? Where? )
Sample: Spectators were treated to a feast of fast hockey on the weekend when the
South Coast Women’s Hockey Association staged four grand ﬁnals at Kiama.

Prooﬁng: When prooﬁng a piece of text, you need to:

•

Look for an correct any spelling, punctuation, grammatical or typing errors

BODY PARAGRAPHS: (Events in order including quotes.)

Prooﬁng can include:

Sample:

•
•
•
•
•
•

i.

The highlight of the day was the …………

ii.

Team Warilla stormed the Team Gerringong from the start of the game…..

iii. After a period of………..

CONCLUDING PARAGRAPH: (e.g. summary and what will happen next )

adding capital letters
putting in end of sentence punctuation
changing capitals to lower-case letters as needed
take out a word or insert a word
starting a new paragraph
checking spelling.

Your ﬁnal task:
•

Present your edited and proof-read news report as the front page of a newspaper.

4

English: Word study
Homographs
• Write the following double homographs on small cards:

sow

bow

lead

tear

The conductor will _________ the orchestra.
I had a _________ in my eye.

New!
sow

bow

lead

tear

• Write the following sentences on strips of paper:

This _________ has twenty piglets.

• Read the double homographs cards.
• Read the sentence strips.
• Match the homograph card to the sentence strip.
• Copy the words and sentences to paper.
• Say each homograph again. If it has a long vowel sound, place a
blue line under the letters that make the long vowel sound.

This _________ was used by the hunter for
hunting.

lead
• Read each sentence again, What function does each homograph

_________ is a heavy grey metal.
He began to _________ up the papers.

have in the sentence? Is the homograph a noun - person, place or
thing? Or is the homograph a verb - an action?

• Draw the noun or verb grammar symbol above each homograph in
the sentence.

The farmer began to _________ the seeds in
the ﬁeld.
The actor made a deep _________.

noun

verb

4

English: Word study

Your ticket is _________ because it was dated yesterday.

Homographs (continued….)

“Homographs are words that have different meanings, functions,
and sounds but the same spelling. Homograph comes from the
Greek word ‘homosgraphe’ which means ‘same to write’. So
homographs are written the same way but have different
meanings, functions, and sounds or accents”.

Don’t _________ me or I’ll become lost.
The globe is an interesting _________.
Place the ﬂowers on the _________ table.

desert

console

invalid

object
A _________ generally lacks vegetation.

desert

console

invalid

object

• Write the following double homographs on small cards

After the accident he was an _________ , conﬁned to a
wheelchair.

• Say the ﬁrst word eg. desert
• Say the same word again, this time place the accent after the ﬁrst

“Your honour, I _________ ,” said the lawyer.

syllable eg. de’sert

• Use a dictionary to ﬁnd the two meanings of the word eg. a
waterless, desolate area of land with little or no vegetation /
abandon (a person, cause, or organization) in a way considered
disloyal or treacherous

• Write each word in a sentence to show that you understand the
meaning. Draw the noun, verb or adjective grammar symbol above
each homograph in the sentence.

noun

verb

adjective

We _________ a person by comforting him.
Your task:

•
•

Make a ‘Homograph’ booklet or poster.

•
•

Write sentences that show that you understand the word.

Include a deﬁnition and explore other words that are
homographs.
Symbolise the homograph with the Grammar Symbols.

5
This work builds
on the lessons
given in class
during Term 1.
Please
continue.

Mathematics

Divisibility by 3

This lesson is an exploration of how numbers work. Divisibility is a
way of narrowing down possibilities before even beginning a
division problem.
You will need:

• The digital ‘Golden Bead Material'. You will be able to manipulate
the materials as you explore numbers.

from each of those tens?

• 80? What if I took one away from each of these tens?
• 90? Yes.
• It looks like in our tens, no matter how many we have if we imagine
taking one away from each ten then it will be divisible by 3.

• Pull down one hundred square into the space. Is one hundred

What to do:

divisible by 3? No.

• In earlier work we have explored through the various categories.
We will do that in this lesson, but we will do it a little differently.

Exploration 1

•
•
•
•

Open and have ready the digital Golden Bead Material on a device.

•

Pull down two ten bars. Is 20 divisible by 3? No, what if I took 1
away? What that be divisible by 3?

•

Pull down another ten bar into the space. Is 30 divisible by 3? If I
was to take away 1 from each of these tens? 27. Is 27 divisible by
3?

Instead of starting with the units, start with the ten’s category.
Pull down a ten bar. Here I have ten, is ten divisible by 3?
What if I took 1 away from that 10? To make 9. Put the ten back
and pull down 9 unit beads. Is 9 divisible by 3?

• What if I had 40? Is 40 divisible by 3? Imagine taking one away.
• What about 50? Is 50 divisible by 3? No. What if I took one away
for each of these tens? Yes.

• Is 60 divisible by 3?

• What about 70? Is 70 divisible by 3? What if I took one bead away

• What if we take one away, to make 99? Yes.
• Pull down another hundred square.
• 200? What if we did the same thing, if I took one away from each of
those hundreds? 198. Should it be divisible by 3? Yes.

• Pull down another hundred square. 300? Is that divisible by 3? Yes.
What about taking away 1 away again from each hundred to make
297? Yes, it still would be.

• The same would apply to all of the hundreds!
• Let’s take a look at the thousands now!
• Pull down 1000 cube.
• Is one thousand going to be divisible by 3? What if I imagine taking
one bead away from that 1000? that would be 999. Would that be
divisible by 3?

• So, if that idea works for 1000 do you think it would work with all
the thousands? Once we do that everything is divisible by 3!

• Put all the beads away.

5

Mathematics

Divisibility by 3 (continued……)

• What did we discover about the units? We didn’t look at the units
did we?

Exploration 2

• Pull down the 8 unit beads below the quantity:
You will need:

• The digital ‘Golden Bead Material'. You will be able to manipulate
the materials as you explore numbers.
What to do:

• Write this question in your notebook:
Is 9,738 divisible by 3?

•

Make the quantity using the digital Golden Bead Material on a
device.

•

What about the tens? If we take one away from each of the tens
then it will be divisible by 3. Imagine taking 1 unit bead away from
each ten bar.

•

Place 3-unit beads down with the 8 unit beads that are already
there.

5

Mathematics

•

Divisibility by 3 (continued……)

What about the hundreds? If we took one away from the hundreds
it would be divisible by 3. Imagine taking 1 unit bead away from
each of the hundred squares.

• Place 7 unit beads to the pile of unit beads below.
• What about the thousands? Imagine taking 1 unit bead away from
each thousand cube.

• Place 9-unit beads down below to add to the pile. This is what it
should look like:

• So what we have done is we have taken 1 unit bead away from
each category and added it to the pile of 8 unit beads.

• Now we can say that what we have above is divisible by 3 isn’t it?
We can all agree on that.

• The unit bead pile at the bottom represents what we took away. All
we have to do is to combine these beads down the bottom and
make them into equal groups.

• Lay the unit beads into equal groups:

5

Mathematics

•

Divisibility by 3 (continued……)

How many unit beads do we have here altogether? How many
groups can we make of 9?

• Next we build the arms. We will do this slightly different to the
video. In the classroom we built the combinations, that is we build
the 1st combination of the vertical arm followed by the inverse of
the combination for the horizontal arm.

• So our question was is 9, 738 divisible by 3? It is yes, so we can
write that on our paper.

• Now please elicit the rule.
• Add this rule to your Divisibility Chart.

•

Exploration 3
Make up your own numbers.
Use the Digital Golden Bead Material to explore if they are
divisible by 3. Do they all follow the same rule?

Empty the contents of ‘Decanomial 1’ onto a mat. Say, “One
taken two times equals two.” Place the two card down under
the ‘1’ square card to form the vertical arm. Say, “two taken one
time equals two.” Place the two card to the right of the ‘1’ square
card to form the horizontal arm.

1

2

2

4

The Numerical Decanomial
This work builds
on the lessons
given in class
during Term 1.
Please
continue.

You will need:

•

Make the Numerical Decanomial material that you will ﬁnd in the
appendices.

9

What to do:

•
•

Watch ‘Numerical Decanomial’ video as a review.
Lay out the squares of numbers ﬁrst to form the diagonal, say “one
square equals one”, then layout the card. Say “two square
equals four”, then layout the card. Continue to “ten square
equals one hundred’.

•

Continue building the vertical and horizontal arms till you reach the
last card. Say, “One taken ten times equals ten.” Place the ten
card down under the ‘9’ card to form the vertical arm. Say, “ten
taken one time equals ten.” Place the ten card to the right of the
‘9’ card to form the horizontal arm.

•

Continue with each envelople, 2 to 9 till you complete the layout.

5
New
Topic!

Mathematics

Writing Numerical Values with the Paper Decanomial
You will need:

•
•

The Numerical Decanomial material

2

3

4

5

1x1

2x1

2

4

6

8

10

1x2

2x2

3

6

9

12

15

8

12

16

20

10

15

20

25

Paper slips

What to do:

•

1

Lay out the Numerical Decanomial again.

The whole layout makes a square and this square has a special
name. We call it the Decanomial Square. ‘Deca’ from the Latin
meaning ‘ten’. This means we are multiplying all of the numbers from
1-10 by themselves and by each other. When we write it down it
looks like this:

1x3

2

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10) =
That means we have….

4
1x4

(1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10) x (1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10) =
Let’s now take this apart. We are going to write a label and place it
over the answer on the Decanomial Square.

•

Start with the ‘1’ column. Write ‘1 x 1’. Say ‘One taken one time
equals one’. Place it on top of the ‘1’ square.

•

Write ‘1 x 2’. Say ‘One taken two times equals two’. Place it on
top of the ‘2’ square.

•

Continue to ’10’. Write ‘1 x 10’. Say ‘One taken ten times
equals ten’. Place it on top of the ’10’ square.

5
1x5

• Continue with the ‘2’ column, then ‘3’ column, all the way to the
’10’ column. Write ‘10 x 10’. Say ‘Ten taken ten times equals
one hundred’. Place it on top of the ’100’ square.

5

Mathematics

Writing Numerical Values with the Paper Decanomial (continued….)

Your task:

•
•

Next we do the hunt for the ‘commutative pairs’.
In mathematics, an operation is ‘commutative’ when you apply it
to a pair of numbers either forwards or backwards and expect the
same answer eg. Multiplication is commutative because 2 x 7 is the
same as 7 x 2.

•

Here’s ‘1 x 4’ and ‘4 x 1’. They are commutative.

•

1x4
4x1
Let’s put one of these cards aside and write the short form of these
two cards on the back of the other. We can say, ‘We have two of the
one taken four times’. Let’s write that down:
2 (1 x 4)

•

1x5

What to do:

•

We are now going to write all our little multiplications sitting on the
decanomial in the shortest way possible.

•
•

Take the ﬁrst ticket from the decanomial:

•

Here’s ‘1 x 2’ and ‘2 x 1’. They are commutative.

Let’s put one of these cards aside and write the short form of these
two cards on the back of the other. We can say, ‘We have two of the
one taken ﬁve times’. Let’s write that down:
2 (1 x 5)

•

Continue till you get to: Here’s ‘1 x 10’ and ‘10 x 1’. They are
commutative.
1 x 10
10 x 1

•

Let’s put one of these cards aside and write the short form of these
two cards on the back of the other. We can say, ‘We have two of the
one taken ten times’. Let’s write that down:

2x1

Let’s put one of these cards aside and write the short form of these
two cards on the back of the other. We can say, ‘We have two of
the one taken two times’. Let’s write that down:

2 (1 x 10)

2 (1 x 2)

•

Here’s ‘1 x 3’ and ‘3 x 1’. They are commutative.
1x3

•

5x1

•

1x1

Here’s ‘1 x 1, that’s ‘one square’. Turn the card over. Lets write this
12
in the short form on the back of the card:

1x2

•

Here’s ‘1 x 5’ and ‘5 x 1’. They are commutative.

• Now start the next column. Here’s ‘2 x 2’, that’s ‘two square’. Turn the
card over. Lets write this in the short form on the back of the card:

3x1

2x2

Let’s put one of these cards aside and write the short form of these
two cards on the back of the other. We can say, ‘We have two of
the one taken three times’. Let’s write that down:

•

2 (1 x 3)

•

22

Here’s ‘2 x 3’ and ‘3 x 2’. They are commutative.
2x3

3x2

Let’s put one of these cards aside and write the short form of these
two cards on the back of the other. We can say, ‘We have two of the
2 (2 x 3)
two taken three times’. Let’s write that down:

5

Mathematics

Writing Numerical Values with the Paper Decanomial (continued….)

New
Topic!

•

Continue through each column, ﬁnding the commutative pair, and
writing it in the short form. Your ﬁnal ticket should be:

•

Here’s ‘10 x 10’, that’s ‘ten square’. Turn the card over. Lets write
this in the short form on the back of the card:

You will need:

•

Locate the ‘Squaring Paper’ in the Appendices. Print a copy. Cut
out the squares.
Coloured pencils.

Now we are going to collect all our new labels and lay them out on
a mat. You will need to make + to sit between each card.

•
•
•

•

Squaring: Transforming the Square of Ten into a Binomial

Ruler.
Paper and pencil.

What to do:
12

+

2 (1 x 2)

+

2 (1 x 3)

+

2 (1 x 4)

+

2 (1 x 5)

+

•

Take a square and colour each bead gold (or yellow) so that it looks
like a 100 square.

•

Today I want to see if we can make this golden square of ten into
other squares and I will use the coloured pencils to help me. Let’s
see what we can do.

22
32

Your task:
42
52
62
72
82
92
102

•
•
•
•

Finish laying out the cards on the mat.
Finish the 1’s row before starting the 2’s.
Continue 3’s to 10’s.
Turn this work into a poster. You could glue the work onto
paper or draw it. Give it a title: “The Numerical Values of the
Decanomial”

5

Mathematics

•
•

•
•

Squaring: Transforming the Square of Ten into a Binomial

Count to four across the top. One, two, three, four.
With one colour draw a line vertically after the fourth bead.

•
•

Can you see any other squares? Yes a square of 6.

•
•

If you look you can see two rectangles. Point to them.

Let’s count and see! One, two, three, four, ﬁve, six. One, two, three,
four, ﬁve, six.

The rectangles are made up of 4 x 6 and the other rectangle is
made up of 6 x 4. We started with a square of ten and we changed
it into a square of 4 + 6.

4x4

6x4

4x6

6x6

Count to four going down. One, two, three, four.
With a different colour draw a line horizontally after the fourth bead.

Let’s do this in writing:

•
•

Here I have made a square of 4.
One, two, three, four. One, two, three, four. One, two, three, four.
One, two, three, four.

•
•
•
•
•

We started with the square of ten.
Write: 102
Then we changed it into a square of 4 + 6.
Write: 102 = 16 + 36
But we also have two rectangles here. How could we express
these in numbers?

5

Mathematics

Squaring: Transforming the Square of Ten into a Binomial

New
Topic!

•
•

I have two rectangles.

•

Now we want to ﬁnd the value. We had 102 and we built a square

You will need:

of 4. What does that equal? 16

•
•
•

•
•

2

2

2

Write: 10 = 4 + 6 + 2 (4 x 6)

Then we built a square of 6. What does that equal? 36
Then we had two rectangles: 4 x 6 = 24 and 6 x 4 = 24. Thats 24
+ 24 = 48.

•
•

We can write:

•

102 = 100

2

10 = 16 + 36 + 48

Large Bead Frame: Vertical Addition
The ‘Large Bead Frame’ material from the Get Crafty Pack.
Green, blue and red pencil
Ruler

What to do:

•

Record 34, 862 and 91, 429 on grid paper.

3 4 8 6 2
9 1 4 2 9 +
Your task:

•
•
•

Practice transforming the square of ten into other squares.
Follow the steps above to have a drawing and the written form.
Present your work as a poster. Title: “Squaring - Transforming
the Square of Ten into a Binomial”

This work builds
on the lessons
given in class
during Term 1.
Please
continue.

5

Mathematics

Large Bead Frame: Vertical Addition

•

Let’s start with the units in the ﬁrst addend. Count 2 units, then
move two units from the left of the frame to the right. Now count
the units in the second addend. Count 9. Then move the beads left
to right “one, two, three, four, ﬁve , six, seven, eight”, push all the
beads back, exchange for one ten bead. Continue counting the
units “nine”. You should have one green unit bead and one blue ten
bead on the right hand side of the frame.

•

Now count the tens in the ﬁrst addend. Count 6 tens, then move
six tens from the left of the frame to the right. Then count the tens
in the second addend, 2 tens, then move two tens from the left of
the frame to the right. You should have nine blue ten bead on the
right hand side of the frame.

•

•

Now count the hundreds in the ﬁrst addend. Count 8 hundreds,
then move eight hundreds from the left of the frame to the right.
Then count the hundreds in the second addend, Count 4
hundreds. Then move the beads left to right “one, two”, push all
the hundreds beads back, exchange for one thousand bead.
Continue counting the hundreds “three, four”. You should have two
red hundred beads and one green thousand bead on the right
hand side of the frame.
Now count the thousands in the ﬁrst addend. Count 4 thousands,
then move four thousands from the left of the frame to the right.
Then count the thousands in the second addend, Count 1
thousand. Then move the bead left to right “one”. You should have
six green thousand beads on the right hand side of the frame.

•

Now count the ten thousands in the ﬁrst addend. Count 3 of the
ten thousands, then move three ten thousands from the left of the
frame to the right. Then count the 9 ten thousands in the second
addend, Count 9 of the ten thousands. Then move the beads left
to right “one, two, three, four, ﬁve, six, seven”, push all the
hundreds beads back, exchange for a one hundred thousand
bead. Continue counting the ten thousands “eight, nine”. You
should have 2 blue ten thousand beads and one red hundred
thousand bead on the right hand side of the frame.

•

Read your answer, starting at the bottom of the frame: “one
hundred and twenty six thousand and two hundred and ninety
one”.

•

Write your answer on your paper.

3 4 8 6 2
9 1 4 2 9 +
1 2 6 2 9 1

Your task:

•
•
•

Practice making other problems.
Try 3, 4 or more addends.
Take care try not to have answers that are bigger than the bead
frame.

5
New
Topic!

This work builds
on the lessons
given in class
during Term 1.
Please
continue.

•

Mathematics

Checkerboard: Geometrical Form of Multiplication

On a second piece of grid paper we will draw the
checkerboard like we did in class:

You will need:

•
•
•
•
•

The ‘Checkerboard’ material from the Get Crafty Pack.

5

Green, blue and red pencil
Lead pencil
Ruler
Grid paper

What to do:

•

4

We are going to be drawing the Checkerboard on grid paper. We
will then use this to work out our large multiplication problem. On a
piece of grid paper write this problem:

5 3 4 2
5 4 x

5
•

3

4

2

Now colour the shapes:

5

4
5

3

4

2

5

Mathematics

Checkerboard: Geometrical Form of Multiplication

•

Touch the checkerboard and say “Units by units gives units.
That’s green. 2 units by 4 units equals 8 units. Write in the green
square: 2 x 4 = 8.

•

Now let’s multiply everything by tens. Touch the checkerboard and
say “Units by tens gives tens. That’s blue. 2 units by 5 tens equals 10
tens. Write in the green square: 2 x 50 = 100.

•

Say, “tens by units gives tens. That’s blue. 4 tens by 4 units
equals 16 tens. Write in the blue square: 40 x 4 = 160. You can
check your answer by counting the grid. (Remember each grid in
the blue square has the value of ten.)

•

Say, “tens by tens gives hundreds. That’s red. 4 tens by 5 tens
equals 20 hundreds. Write in the red square: 40 x 50 = 2,000. You
can check your answer by counting the grid. (Remember each grid in
the red square has the value of one hundred.)

•

Say, “hundreds by units gives hundreds. That’s red. 3 hundreds
by 4 units equals 12 hundreds. Write in the red square: 300 x 4 =
1,200.

•

Say, “hundreds by tens gives thousands. That’s green. 3 hundreds by
5 tens equals 15 thousands. Write in the green square: 300 x 50 =
15,000.

•

Say, “thousands by units gives thousands. That’s green. 5
thousands by 4 units equals 20 thousands. Write in the green
square: 5,000 x 4 = 20,000.

•

Say, “thousands by tens gives ten thousands. That’s blue. 5
thousands by 5 tens equals 25 of the ten thousands. Write in the
blue square: 5,000 x 50 = 250,000.

5,000 x 4 =
20,000

300 x 4 =
1,200

5

3

40 x 4 =
160

4

2x4=
8

2

5

5,000 x 50 =
250,000

300 x 50 =
15,000

40 x 50 =
2,000

2 x 50 =
100

5

4

5,000 x 4 =
20,000

300 x 4 =
1,200

40 x 4 =
160

2x4=
8

4

5

3

4

2

5

Mathematics

•
•

Checkerboard: Geometrical Form of Multiplication

Now return to the grid paper that had our multiplication problem
on it.
Let’s collect all the products in the shapes and write them on the
grid starting with 5,000 x 50 = 250,000. Then continue to 2 x 4 =
8.

•

Now do a vertical addition, starting at the top and add up all the
units. Write the answer under the units = 8.

•
•
•

Now the tens. Write the answer under the tens = 6.

•

Continue to the hundred thousands. Read your answer!
You can check your answer on the Checkerboard. You don’t have
to layout all the beads, just the answer for each shape.
Remember if the number is larger than the value of the shape you
must exchange eg. If you had 16 tens, you can leave the 6 bar in
the tens square and move the 1 bar to the hundred square.
Remember to get your ﬁnal answer you must slide on the
diagonal, then exchange if needed.

Your task:

•
•
•

Practice making other problems.
Try 3, 4 or digit multipliers.
Remember big problems will require many sheets of grid paper!

5 3 4 2
5 4 x
2

5 0 0 0 0
1 5 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
1 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
1 2 0 0
1 6 0
8 +
6 8

6

History
Migration

This unit continues the study of migration. The lessons focus on
the effects of early migration to Australia.

This work builds
on the lessons
given in class
during Term 1.
Please
continue.

You will need:

•
•
•
•

Go to “Inquisitive”
Access code: 2134
Find “History” - Lesson 4 Impact
You will ﬁnd guided stimulus sheets and resources.

What to do:

•

Work your way through the materials to understand and answer the
question: “What was the impact of the early British colony on
the Eora people?

Your task:

New
Topic!

Australia’s First People
In this Unit you will learn about the ways in which Australia’s ﬁrst
peoples are identiﬁed now, and have been in the past. You will
research the diversity of the language groups in Australia and
identify the group that belongs to our region.
You will need:

•
•
•
•

Go to “Inquisitive”
Access code: 2134
Find “History” - Before Contact Lesson 1 Australia’s First People
You will ﬁnd guided stimulus sheets and resources.

What to do:

•

Work your way through the materials to understand and answer the
question: “Who were the First Peoples of Australia?

Your task:

•

Create a project that shows your understanding of this topic. You
may use a book, poster or powerpoint presentation, even
models!

•

Create a project that shows your understanding of this topic. You
may use a book, poster or powerpoint presentation, even
models!

•

We do not want you to print and paste the worksheets in your
work. Use the resource and other sources to guide your work

•

We do not want you to print and paste the worksheets in your
work. Use the resource and other sources to guide your work

6
New
Topic!

History

The Australian Colonies
In this Unit you will learn about the development of the British
Colonies in Australia.
You will need:

•
•
•
•

Go to “Inquisitive”
Access code: 2134
Find “History” - Why were the Colonies Founded? Lesson 1 How the
Colonies Developed.
You will ﬁnd guided stimulus sheets and resources.

You will ﬁnd additional resources
for your history topics by visiting these websites:

What to do:

•

Work your way through the materials to understand and answer the
question: “How and Why did the Australian Colonies develop
after 1800?

Your task:

•

Create a project that shows your understanding of this topic. You
may use a book, poster or powerpoint presentation, even
models!

•

We do not want you to print and paste the worksheets in your
work. Use the resource and other sources to guide your work

ABC Education

State Library of NSW

Australian National Maritime Museum

National Library of Australia

7
New
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Daily Physical Activity
Daily Physical Activity
Aim for 60 minutes or more a day of activities you ﬁnd fun
Feel free to mix and match or make up your own ones and share what you have done

Silky skills
Find an online sports tutorial and dazzle
your team mates once the season is back
on. Try

Be inspired
Get active and try an awesome sports
activity or dance routine designed by the
children of FMS

Let’s Dance
Choose a word in your favourite song,
every time you hear that word see who
can sit on the ﬂoor ﬁrst.

Rainy day
Make an indoor obstacle course

Beep test
Download a beep test app, set yourself a
marker to run to and get there before the
beep - see what level you can get up too.

Body Balance
See how long you can stand on one leg
for, then the other leg. Too easy? See
what you can balance on your body while
standing on one leg.

Target setting
Set yourself an exercise target for the
next 2 weeks then give yourself a high 5
when you achieve it!

Time trial
Find some wide-open space to ride your
bike, scooter, skateboard, roller blades or
Unicycle around in a loop. Time yourself,
then try and beat your own time!

Help out and Get Healthy
Put the washing basket away from the
clothes horse and run back and forth
hanging the washing as quickly as you
can.

Mission Impossible
Design an Obstacle course where you
can’t touch any of the obstacles.

Challenge 15
How many 15 minute activity challenges
can you complete?

Terriﬁc Teamwork
Get mum or dad away from their screens
and play a game with them

8
New
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Everyday Art Challenge
Draw something diﬀerent everyday - Simple!

Terriﬁc toys
Set up a scene with your toys and get
sketching

Learn from a pro
Check out this excellent tutorial from
contemporary Australian artist Ben Quilty

Perfect your project
Create a picture for a project you are
working on

It's only Natural
Draw the detail on a leaf or parts of a
plant.

Selﬁe
Draw a self-portrait

Time's up
Set a timer and draw a picture for 5
minutes, then 3 minutes, then 1 minute
and ﬁnish of 30 seconds

Visit a gallery
Go online and take a virtual walk
around a gallery.
Copy an artwork you like.

Fantastic food
Draw something yummy

Unselﬁsh
Draw someone else

Super Silly
Make a silly face capture your true beauty
.

Freeze time
Draw something that is moving

Be inspired
Ask a friend what their favourite thing is...
then draw it

8

Visual Art
Artist Study: Picasso

"Every child is an artist. The problem is to remain an artist
once they grow up." Pablo Picasso

New
Topic!

Children will investigate the work of artist Pablo Picasso
looking at different art movements and styles he was famous
for. They will create their own Picasso inspired art pieces by
exploring the same subject matter and visual elements in his
work. They will experiment with the art formal elements Line,
Colour and Shape through their own responses to the work
of Picasso.
Before you start please check out this child friendly
introduction to Picasso on on the Tate Gallery Website
For an extra challenge try out this 'Paint like Picasso' activity

Activity 1: Exploring Line Picasso Style
• Draw as many different types of line as you can think of and label them e.g. Bold, Sharp, Zig Zag, Curved, Thin....
• Picasso had a special relationship with his dog and he drew him using
only 1 line - try drawing Picasso's dog, your own pet or an animal of your
choice using lines only.
• Picasso often used bold black outlines or colourful ﬂowing lines - create
your own original picture using line inspired by a Picasso artwork of your
choice.
Activity 2: Cubism and Collaging Shapes
• One of his most famous periods is the cubist period. Cubism is when the
artist paints an object, from lots of different angles all in the same picture.
Draw the same object from lots of different view points.
• Cut up your drawings into different shapes, colour them in and collage
them all together to create an original cubist masterpiece.
Activity 3: Moody colours
• Mix up a variety of colours and shades using pencils, pastels or paint.
Write down a mood that matches with each of those colours.
• Picasso's used lots of Blue and Pink in his early paintings from the Blue
period and Pink period - make your own picture using different shades of
just one colour. How does colour effect the mood of your painting?
Activity 4: Artist study
• Make a booklet, poster or presentation of your Picasso inspired artwork
• Research the artist and try and ﬁnd out: Who, What, Why, When and
How?
• Choose your favourite Picasso period and research further.
• Find your favourite Picasso artworks and draw, paint or make them
• Create your own original response to any of Picasso's work

9

Mindfulness and Wellbeing
Try and take some time out everyday for your mental and physical wellbeing.

Podcasts
Listen to the 'Grow Your Mind' podcast

Make your own glitter jar
Glitter jars are a great way to help calm yourself
down or just help you unwind.
Glitter Jar 1

Setting up a 'Me' space
Set up your own quiet time area to do meditation,
yoga, reading or mindful colouring in.

Glitter Jar 2

New
Ideas!

Drawing
Draw your family and friends doing the things you
love doing together.
Don't forget to share them.

Virtual Playdate
Set up a video call with friends and let them know
what you miss about them

Meditation & Yoga
Do some meditation or yoga to calm your mind and
body.
Meditation
Yoga

Be a Friendship Ninja
Keep Connected
Sign up to the free 'UR STRONG' healthy
relationships resource centre for lots of great
activities, videos and resources.
Use the coupon code URSTRONG

Make a message in a bottle for a friend

Healthy body Healthy Mind
Make a delicious immunity boosting smoothie
with fruit, veg & water, chuck in
some ginger to really ﬁght oﬀ those germs!

10

Biology
The Virus Story
What to do:

•

Listen to Lauren telling the ‘Virus Story”

New
Topic!

Your task:
Choose your task:

•
•

Research this history of discovering viruses.
Examine the Timeline of Life in conjunction with development of virus'
as a life form.

•

Research a particular virus, for example: Marburg virus, Ebola virus,
Rabies, Coronavirus (COVID-19).

•
•
•

Draw the virus using any art supply of choice.

•

Create a project that shows your understanding of this topic. You
may use a book, poster or powerpoint presentation, even
models!

•

We do not want you to print and paste the worksheets in your
work. Use the resource and other sources to guide your work.

Research vaccines or a pandemic. Watch the TED-Ed video
Research one of the following diseases that were brought to Australia
by the colonists: measles, small pox, inﬂuenza, or chicken pox. Visit
Inquisitive. Scroll to History ‘Impact’. Click on the lesson. Scroll to
Stimulus Resources - “Fact Sheet: Impact - Diseases”.

Listen to Lauren
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Materials to make for the Study of Angles and Triangles
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right angle

straight angle

acute angle

reflex angle

Types of Angles
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Materials to make for the Study of Angles and Triangles

Types of Angles

9 Appendices

whole angle

obtuse angle

A right angle is a 90˚ angle formed when a
vertical line and a horizontal line meet. It is
exactly half of a straight angle.

A whole angle is formed by one complete
rotation of a ray around its point of origin.
It measures 360˚.

A straight angle is an angle whose sides
extend in the opposite direction from the
vertex. It is half of a whole angle, or 180˚.

An obtuse angle is greater than a right
angle. Therefore it is greater than 90˚.

An acute angle is an angle that is smaller
than a right angle. Therefore it is less than
90˚.

A reflex angle is an angle that is larger than
a straight angle and smaller than a whole
angle.

©Montessori for Everyone 2007
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Materials to make for the Study of Angles and Triangles

Parts of an Angle

9 Appendices

sides

vertex
The vertex of an angle is the point from
which the rays that form the angle are
drawn.

The sides of an angle are two rays which
form the angle.

size

The size of the angle is the measurement of
the angle and is expressed in degrees.

Instructions for PDF: Print, laminate, and cut. For preschool, print two sets of pictures & labels and cut one set
apart. For elementary, print one set of pictures, labels, and definitions and cut apart all three.

9 Appendices
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Triangles by Angle

right-angled triangle

equiangular triangle

acute triangle

obtuse triangle

9 Appendices
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Materials to make for the Study of Angles and Triangles

A right-angled triangle has one angle that is
a right angle (90˚).

An equiangular triangle has three equal angles (all 60˚).

An acute triangle has one angle that is
acute (less than 90˚).

An obtuse triangle has one angle that is obtuse (greater than 90˚).

Types of Triangles
Triangles by Angle

Instructions for PDF: print on cardstock, laminate,
and cut.
For printed materials: laminate and cut. You might
want to code the backs of the cards (picture, label, and definition) before cutting them apart, so
the child can check their work.
Children can take all the triangles in the Constructive Triangle Boxes and sort them by type. The
same thing can be done with the Geometric Cabinet.
Challenge them to look around and correctly identify any triangles they see around them—in the
classroom, outside, etc.
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Triangles by Angle & Side
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acute isosceles triangle

obtuse isosceles triangle

right-angled isosceles

equiangular equilateral triangle
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Types of Triangles
Triangles by Angle & Side
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acute scalene triangle

right-angled scalene

obtuse scalene triangle
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Types of Triangles
Triangles by Angle & Side

9 Appendices
An acute isosceles triangle has three acute
angles (all less than 90˚), and two sides that
are the same length.

An equiangular equilateral triangle has
three equal sides and three equal angles.
All equilateral triangles are equiangular.

An obtuse isosceles triangle has one angle
that is obtuse (greater than 90˚) and two
sides that are the same length.

An obtuse scalene triangle has one obtuse
angle (greater than 90˚) and three sides
which are all different lengths.

A right-angled isosceles triangle has one
right angle (90˚) and two sides that are the
same length.

A right-angled scalene triangle has one
right angle (90˚) and three sides which are
all different lengths.

An acute scalene triangle has three acute
angles (less than 90˚) and three sides which
are all different lengths.
Instructions for PDF: print on cardstock, laminate, and cut.
For printed materials: laminate and cut. You might want to code the backs of the cards (picture, label, and
definition) before cutting them apart, so the child can check their work.
Children can take all the triangles in the Constructive Triangle Boxes and sort them by type. The same thing
can be done with the Geometric Cabinet.
Challenge them to look around and correctly identify any triangles they see around them—in the classroom,
outside, etc.
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Appendices

1

•

Copy this page
onto card.

•

Collect 10
envelopes.

•

Label each
envelope 1
through to 9.

•

Write ‘Squares’
on the 10th
envelope.

•

•

•

Cut out each
card and place in
the correct
envelope.
Watch the
‘Numerical
Decanomial’
video to layout
the cards.
This is a different
version to our
class set.

Materials to make for the Numerical Decanomial

4

9

16

25

36

49

64

81

100

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6

8

12

10

15

20

12

18

24

6

8

12

10

15

20

12

18

24

30

14

21

28

35

42

16

24

32

30

14

21

28

35

42

16

24

32

40

48

56

18
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•

Copy this page
onto card.

•

Collect 10
envelopes.

•

Label each
envelope 1
through to 9.

•

Write ‘Squares’
on the 10th
envelope.

•

Cut out each
card and place in
the correct
envelope.

•

Watch the
‘Numerical
Decanomial’
video to layout
the cards.

•

This is a different
version to our
class set.

Materials to make for the Numerical Decanomial
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•

The front of each envelope 1 to 9 should
have a title:

Decanomial
5

•

The front of the 10th envelope have a title:

Squares

Appendices Squaring Paper
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